DYNAMIC MODULES
Select the module option, your prefer...

CMS - Content Management System

User-friendly, Web-based Content Management Solutions
1. Dynamic module template designs are provided for your visualization.

2. Apart from the sample designs, if you required any specific custom changes like inclusions / modifications or upgradation to the module it will be done on enhancement / additional cost.

3. Based on your home page design, we will change the font, colors, images and position.
NEWS & EVENTS – Option 1

Homepage View:

News & Events

29 FEB 2016
Customized Vehicle detail reports with Trinetta
Trinetta Fleet management and maintenance solution for vehicle tracking introduced

17 FEB 2016
Key Performance Indicators
Trinetta GPS vehicle tracking and fleet management system now makes it easier to define key areas which influence the productivity of the fleet by introducing new KPI module.

30 JAN 2016
Trinetta upgrades its Vehicle Management Module
Trinetta's vehicle management solution contributes and forms a firm basis of effective vehicle management and provides excellent records of fleet with fixed maintenance, driver management, geoservices, route optimization, enhanced security etc.

Subpage View:

Customized Vehicle detail reports with Trinetta
Trinetta Fleet management and maintenance solution for vehicle tracking introduced which provides users the details of critical information such as insurance, Warranties, Loan, Expired or made by one or more vehicles.

Key Performance Indicators
Trinetta GPS vehicle tracking and fleet management system now makes it easier to define the key areas which influence the productivity of the fleet by introducing new KPI module.

Trinetta upgrades its Vehicle Management Module
Trinetta's vehicle management solution contributes and forms a firm basis of effective vehicle management and provides excellent records of fleet with fixed maintenance, driver management, geoservices, route optimization, enhanced security etc.
NEWS & EVENTS – Option 2

Homepage View:

News & Events

- ANGLER successfully launched its Academy to bridge industry-institute skill gap
- ANGLER offers extensive QA Services or ISV’s / Product Companies
- Healthcare Discovery & Review portal developed by ANGLER reaches above 10,000+ Ink & downloads every month
- ANGLER successfully deployed strategic Planning and Management software
- ANGLER offers exclusive Cloud Computing Services – Saas

Subpage View:

ANGLER successfully launched its Academy to bridge industry-institute skill gap

Mar, 2016

Studies state that there is a significant gap in skill development in India, and that this gap needs to be bridged for us to remain competitive in the world market. With the continued emergence of new technologies and new business needs, solving a skill gap...

ANGLER offers extensive QA Services or ISV’s / Product Companies

Mar, 2015

Quality – the very term denotes ‘excellence’. It’s crucial for software developers to confirm software’s quality at every phase. by executing unit test that saves developers time & investor’s money. Today IT departments of large companies leverage on outsourced software testing services to cut their...
BLOG – Option 1

Home Page

- Ways to optimize websites to get better conversion
  April 13, 2015

- The Importance of Presentations for Marketing
  April 13, 2015

- Top Web Design Trends
  April 13, 2015

Sub Page

- Top Web Design Trends
  April 13, 2015
  There’s no clear-cut scientific formula or predefined algorithms for a great design. Because it’s undeniably considered more of an art than a science. There are many native patterns in existence, which seem to reappear many times and again. These may...

- The Importance of Presentations for Marketing
  April 13, 2015
  Marketers have always been looking for creative ways to stand out among other competitors. One way that companies stand out is by having creative and visual presentations that really impress prospective clients. By using latest platforms, listed below are four ways...

- Ways to optimize websites to get better conversion
  April 13, 2015
  Conversion is the most important factor considered for the success of online marketing strategy and goals. It means making website visitors to do what we expect, whether that is to buy a product, register for a service, and download a...
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BLOG – Option 2

Home Page

Blog

- Methods for increasing App Engagement & User Retention
- Ways to attract shoppers with Retail apps
- Key factors for app store optimization

Sub Page

Blog

Ways to turn your Reviews into Loyal Supporters

Feb 12, 2019 | by admin | 0 Comments

To achieve peaks and be in top listings among ecommerce websites, it is significant to drive new customers, retaining the repeated buyers and developing a loyal customer base. Loyal customers will always be a support to your business financially.

Read More

15 important Quick actions to boost online store success

Feb 11, 2019 | by admin | 0 Comments

Is your online sale slow? Are your customers buying a single product from your store and checking out? Does your store experience poor revenue and business? Even though you offer great products, higher prices and price excellent product descriptions for your...

Read More

Strategy that drives Traffic to E-commerce Store

Jan 11, 2019 | by admin | 0 Comments

There are numerous tactics that we can adopt to get traffic and take advantage of an E-commerce Store, like SEO, social media promotion, email marketing, etc. Now, User Generated Content has become a significant strategy to every online store to...

Read More
Home Page

“Service and satisfying the customer needs (Marketing & Technical) is very good.”

Rajah Muthiah Matriculation School,
Kurur

Sub Page

“Service and satisfying the customer needs (Marketing & Technical) is very good.”

Rajah Muthiah Matriculation School,
Kurur

“You have a professional approach on everything you do - Keep it up.”

G. Ranganjayam Vathsal Memorial Hospital,
Chennai

“The time based job was done within 2 – 3 days time and it has come out excellent.”

The Lakshmi Mills Company Limited,
Chennai

“Excellent execution of the project from the conception stage to completion”

Dr. P.R Sundar Raju,
Assistant Manager, Chemical
TESTIMONIAL – Option 3

Homepage

Author: CEO, George Terrace Perth WA 6000, Australia.

Subpage

Author: CEO, George Terrace Perth WA 6000, Australia.
PHOTO GALLERY – Option 2
PHOTO GALLERY – Option 3
CASE STUDIES

Homepage

Web Application Development for Power Systems / Solutions Provider in Australia

March 7, 2016

Client provides APC-manufactured UPS, power, rack and cooling solutions, as well as power cables, power surge protectors and power sol solutions, Back UPS, tower and rack UPS – server and network.

Subpage

Web Application Development for Power Systems / Solutions Provider in Australia

March 7, 2016

Key Achievements
- Customized Quote builder
- Advertising banners
- Product comparison
- Product breakdowns

Recently viewed items:
- Client
- Clients
- APC-manufactured UPS
- power, rack and cooling solutions, as well as power cables, power...

Read More

Feedback Web Application development for a Fire and Safety training provider in Australia

September 30, 2015

The client is one of the leading Fire and Safety training provider with 300+ years of Emergency Services and Safety experience in Australia. They provide nationally recognized training in all...

Read More
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For more details, kindly visit our CMS demo websites

http://angleritech.co.in/CMS/ariademo-services/

http://angleritech.co.in/CMS/ariademo-textiles/

http://angleritech.co.in/CMS/ariademo-manufacturing/
THANK YOU!